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HYPERBOLIC 3-MANIFOLDS AND SURFACE 
AUTOMORPHISMS 
D. D. LONG and H. R. MORTON 
IN this paper, we exploit the close interplay between hyperbolic 3-manifolds and pseudo- 
Anosov maps which arises via the mapping torus construction. This enables us to prove 
results in the theory of surface automorphisms which appear to be difficult to obtain directly. 
In this way we extend and unify some examples of Bonahon [l] and Morton [7], which are 
concerned with examining how the monodromy of a fibred knot changes when composed 
with the Dehn twist in some simple closed curve in the fibre. The interest in this construction 
is motivated by the study of so-called ‘Stallings twists’ which generate new fibred knots from 
old. We show: 
THEOREM A. Let 6: F + F be a pseudo-Anosoc map and T: F + F be a Dehn twist about an 
essential simple closed curve, c, in F. 
Then (i) for all butfinitely many r, T’8 is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov map. 
(ii) there is a K, such thatfor all r 2 K, the maps T’t? are all nonconjugate (and similarlyfor 
all r I - K.) 
This is the content of $1. Our proof relies on certain theorems concerning hyperbolic 3- 
manifolds and is independent of considerations such as measured laminations and 
traintracks. 
$2 is devoted to providing information about the invariant laminations and dilatations of 
the maps T’B and their behaviour as r + x. This behaviour is very sensitive to how often the 
number i(c, Bjc) = 0, where i( , ) denotes the geometric intersection number of simple 
closed curves. Our result on invariant laminations then becomes: 
THEOREM B. With the notation of theorem A, let L, denote the unstable lamination of T’g 
inhere this is defined. 
Suppose that i(c, @c) = 0, 1 5 j I t - 1 and i(c, PC) # 0. Then given any neighbourhood V 
in projective measured lamination space of the convex hull of {c, &k, . . , B’- ‘c), there is a K, 
such rhat L, E V, for all Ir I 2 K. 
In the ‘generic’ case. namely that i(c, gc) # 0, this says that L, --) c in projective measured 
lamination space, which is the expected behaviour. We have been unable to prove in general 
that the sequence (L,) converges. 
The result on the dilatation is of a similar flavour: 
THEOREM C. With the notation of Theorem B, let i., the dilatation of T’g, where this is 
defined. Then there are constants K and L such that 
Ir[.i(B’c, c)- K I I;.:1 I Llrl+ K 
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for all Irl sufficiently large. In the generic case, when i(tlc, c) # 0, and so t = 1, we can take L 
i(@c, c) 
= i(Qc, c). and tve can choose K arbirrarill close to ___ 
i(&, c) 
Because of the generality involved we are unable to appeal to the methods of traintracks. 
which almost invariably require a careful alignment of c with an invariant traintrack for 8. 
Our proof uses formulae of Fathi which express how i( . , ) changes with Dehn twisting and 
requires the use of Theorem B. 
We use without proof many standard properties of pseudo-Anosov maps and measured 
lamination spaces, both projectivised and unprojectivised. We refer the reader to [Z] for 
expositions and terminology. 
Remark. Subsequent work of Fathi, [lj], provides a satisfying generalisation of these 
results. 
Throughout, all manifolds will be assumed to be orientable and all maps orientation 
preserving. A hyperbolic manifold will always be taken to be complete and of finite volume. 
Given an automorphism of a closed, orientable surface 8: F + F, we form the mapping 
torus M (0) by taking F x I and glueing F x { 0) to F x { 11 via 0. This gives a surface bundle 
over S’ whose homeomorphism type determines its holonomy map, 8, up to conjugacy and 
isotopy. 
The following construction, first introduced by Stallings in [lo], relates a composition of 
the holonomy map and a Dehn twist, to a Dehn surgery on the mapping torus. Formally, if 
T: F -+ F denotes a Dehn twist in an essential simple closed curve c in F, then it is easily seen 
(e.g. see [.5], [lo]) that the manifold M (T’B) is obtained from M (6) by doing a (1. r) surgery 
on M (8)\ N(c), relative to a suitable choice of longitude in ?N(c). 
This construction has been used extensively in the theory of fibred knots, although in that 
case it is more usual to make a mapping torus using a bounded surface. In this context, it is 
frequently assumed that 0 fixes ZF and one makes the further identifications of {x> x I for 
each x EZF, so that M (0) is a closed manifold, usuaily S3. 
The construction is then constrained to require that c be unknotted and have zero 
linking with a push-off. These conditions are designed to ensure that if M (0) = S3, then 
M(T’0) = S3. This will not concern us, consequently we make no such restriction. 
We specialise now to the case that 0 is pseudo-Anosov. (Observe this carries an implicit 
assumption that genus (F ) 2 2.) 
LEMMA 1.1. Let c be an essential simple closed curve on the surface F and 0 : F -+ F a 
pseudo-Anosov map. Define W = M (0)\ c x {t). Then W contains no incompressible, non- 
peripheral embedded tori. 
Proof. Since c is essential, W is irreducible. Let F’ = F\ c, which we identify with the i- 
level in W. Let T be an embedded incompressible torus in W. 
Consider thecomponents of T\ F’. Since F is not a torus, F x I contains no incompressible 
torus, and so T n F’ # 0. Using the irreducibility of Wand the incompressibility of F’, we 
may isotope T to arrange that all these components are annuli. 
Suppose there is an annulus component A which misses some fibre. Then by cutting W 
open along F’ and the fibre which is avoided, we see that A lies in a ‘product’ F x I \ c x { 0) 
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with SA laying in one boundary component of this product. Thus the components of CA are 
freely homotopic in F x I\ c x (0:. There are then two possibilities. 
Either the components of ?A are freely homotopic in F’, in which case they bound an 
annulus in F’. or they are parallel to c and on opposite sides of some small neighbourhood of c 
c F. All the former intersections may be removed by an isotopy of T. 
Thus we may assume that all components of T\ F’ meet F’ in this latter way, or run around 
the St factor in )Cf(O). 
Denoting the free homotopy class by [.I, a pseudo-Anosov map has the property that for 
all essential simple closed curves P, [tl’P] = [@PI iff k = 1. 
Further, observe that the only incompressible S-compressible annuli in F x I are isotopic 
to products P x 1. Thus any annulus running around the S’ factor has boundary components 
P and BP. 
Putting together the remarks of the previous two paragraphs, it is now easy to see that 
there can be no annuli running around the St-factor, since these can never close up. 
Thus the only annuli possible miss a fibre and have boundary components parallel to and 
on opposite sides of c. It is now clear that there are only two such components and that they 
close up to a peripheral torus. 0 
THEOREM 1.2 Let 8: F + F be a pseudo-Anosov map, and T: F + F the Dehn twist about 
some essential simple closed curve c c F. Then for all butfinitely many r, T’8 is isotopic to a 
pseudo-Anosoc map. 
Proot Form the mapping torus 1M (0). Then we claim that W = M (0)\ c x {j> can be 
made into a complete, finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold. For, Wis Haken, so by a theorem 
of Thurston [13], W admits a decomposition into geometric pieces and Lemma 1.1. shows 
that in fact only one geometric piece is involved. IYcannot be a torus bundle. If W were Seifert 
fibred, then since the surface F is incompressible, it can be made horizontal or vertical; since it 
is not a torus, it must be the former. But this then implies W is a closed manifold, a 
contradiction. Thus we conclude that Wis hyperbolic. Let IV’ = iM (0) \ N(c). Then a theorem 
of [12] implies that all but finitely many surgeries on B” give rise to closed, hyperbolic 3- 
manifolds, in particular, all but finitely many of the mapping tori M (T’Q) are hyperbolic. We 
complete the proof by quoting [14], which states that a mapping torus is hyperbolic iff its 
holonomy is pseudo-Anosov. (Although we are only using the easy implication of this result.) 
Remarks. (i) The natural ‘companion’ result to.this, namely that all but finitely many of 
the maps TB’are pseudo-Anosov, is a special case of a theorem of Papadopoulos [8]. Module 
some understanding of projective lamination space, this result is much easier to prove, the 
reason being that pseudo-Anosovs have better contraction properties on this space than Dehn 
twists. It appears to be difficult to prove 1.2 directly. 
(ii) It would be of some interest to show there were a bound on the number ofexceptional 
values of r, depending only on F, or perhaps universal. For example, a theorem of Gordon and 
Litherland [4] asserts that there are at most six surgeries giving rise to nonirreducible 
manifolds. 
(iii) The restriction to one simple closed curve is, of course, unnecessary, though some 
care is needed in formulating the result for 1-submanifolds. The problem which can arise is 
that for some 0 and c, {c, Oc ). can be a 1-submanifold. In this case, the manifold M (@‘\, {c. 8c> 
contains nonperipheral embedded incompressible tori, so cannot be hyperbolic. Nonetheless, 
we do have: 
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THEOREM 1.3 Let 0: F + F be a pseudo-Anosov map and TtI F + F be the Dehn twist on an 
essential simple closed curve ci, 1 I i I n, where u ci is a l-submanifold. Then infinitely many 
of the maps Tfl T$ . T$ 0 are pseudo-Anosov. i 
Proof. By 1.2, T: 0 is pseudo-Anosov for infinitely many k. Fix one such k; k, say. Then 
for infinitely many k, T: (Tk,l l3) is pseudo-Anosov, and so on. 0 
In order that 1.2 be useful, we need to be sure that infinitely many of the maps T’B are 
nonconjugate. One possible approach to this would be to examine the behaviour of the 
dilatation (which is a conjugacy invariant) as r -+ co. However, there is a direct proof of 
nonconjugacy, closer to the spirit of this section: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let 0: F + F be pseudo-Anosov and T: F + F denote the Dehn twist about an 
essential simple closed curve c c F. Then there is a K, such that for all r 2 K, the maps T’8 are 
all nonconjugate. (Also, for all r I - K, the maps T’O are all nonconjugate.) 
Proof Consider the hyperbolic manifold W = M(0) \ c x {f}. This has some finite volume 
v(W). Then the methods of [12] show that v(M (T?(I)) + v(W) as r + co. Now XI( Trg) is 
given by (1, r) Dehn surgery on w’ = M(B)\N(c). Explicit estimates in [9] then show that 
v(W) = v(M (T’8)) + 1 /Q(p, a) + 0(l/r4), where Q(p, 4) is a positive definite quadratic form 
depending only on W. It follows that o(M (T’g) increases strictly with r for large enough r, r 
2 K, say. Volume is a topological invariant, by Mostow Rigidity, and hence for r, s 2 K, 
r # s, the manifolds M (T’g) and M (T’g) are not homeomorphic. The maps T’B and T”6 are 
then nonconjugate. q 
This result implies that there are at worst pairwise conjugacy repetitions among the 
pseudo-Anosovs T’B, IrI 2 K. Taking 1.2 and 1.4 together gives an alternative (although 
marginally less explicit) description of some examples of Bonahon [I] which is independent 
of calculations involving invariant traintracks. (Strictly speaking, we should prove 1.2 and 1.4 
in thecase ofa bounded surface to obtain these examples; however, this presents no difficulty.) 
62. 
In this section we focus on the behaviour of the invariant laminations and dilatation of 
T’g as r---f co. Our methods now draw more on the theory of surface automorphisms. TO 
state our results we must introduce some terminology. 
Let us denote measured lamination space for the closed orientable surface F of genus g by 
ML, and its projectivisation by BML, a compact space homeomorphic to S6g-7, (see [Z]). 
Then, given a collection of disjoint, simple essential closed curves ci , . . . , c, on F, we define 
the convex hull of ci, . . . , c,, written H (c,, . . . , c,) to be the closure in PML of the set of 
measured laminations 
(Si[Ci] U . . . Y S,[C,]l 0 ~ Sj I 1, CSj = 1). 
Here [c] is taken to be the point of PML corresponding to c, and more generally, [ .] is taken 
to denote the projective class of a measured lamination. Notice that H {cl ) = Cc,]. 
We use the symbol i( , .) to denote the geometric intersection number of two essential 
simple closed curves and observe that this admits a natural continuous extension to ML. (See 
U41.) 
We shall have need of the following lemma. A proof is contained in the Appendix to 
Expose 4 of [3]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Ler x1, . . . . I:, be disjoint essenrial simple closed curves on F. Let /I, 7 be any 
essential simple closed curves on F and let T(n,, , nk) denote 7 Dehn twisted nj times in zj, 
where the njs are all positive (or all negative). 
Then 
li(T(n,. , nk). fl)- 1 Injli(Y, ~j)i(~j, PII 5 i('i, 8). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 8: F + F be pseudo-Anosov and T: F + F the Dehn twist about an 
essential simple closed curve c c F. Let L, denote the unstable lamination ofT’6. Suppose that 
i(c, 8’~) = 0, 1 I k I t - 1 and that i(c, 0’~) # 0. Then given any neighbourhood Y c PML of 
H (c, ec, . . ) B’- ’ c;, there is a K, such that for all ) r ) 2 K, [Lr] G V. 
Proof. For brevity, we write Ci = 0’~. Observe that since eze-’ = TeC we have that (T’Q’ 
=T’,T; . . . T:_ IO’, where rj denotes the Dehn twist about cj. Observe that the unstable 
lamination of (TrO)l is the same as that of T’B, so to prove the result, it is sufficient to work 
with the former map. 
Consider now B’H{c,,, . , c,_ 1 ) = H{fYc,, . . . , #c,_ 1 }. Each point in this set has the 
property that it assigns nonzero measure to the lamination E = cc, u ci II . . . u c,-~ i.e. 
i(c’, L)#OforeachLwith[L]~&Hjc~, . . . c, _ 1 }. Hence there is a closed neighbourhood U 
in PML of H {#co, . . , PC,_ 1 ) with this property. (Equivalently, every [L, ~1 in U has the 
property that L has a leaf in the support of p with transverse intersections with at least one of 
the set {co,. , c,_,)..) 
Now we appeal to the formula of Lemma 2.1. This states in our terminology, that for all 
simple closed curves 7, fi, 
t-1 
i(TdT,’ . . . TtMl?, B-r jLO i(;l, CjJi(Cjy PI 5 i(;t, B). 
Notice that this formula continues to hold for fl, 7 E ML. Now if M,, ME ML and i(lM,, p) 
-+ i(M, /) as r + 3c for each fi E ML then M, + M in ML. 
Given any neighbourhood W c PML of H {co, . . . , c,_ 1 }, and any [L] E U we can find a 
k (depending on [L]) such that T’, . . . T;_,[L]E Wforalllrl 2 k.Forwecantakey = Lin 
the formula above, and M, = ! T’, . . . T:_ 1 L, to see that M, -*M = u kjcj where kj 
= i(L, cj). NOW [M ] E H {CO, . . . , c, _ I 1, since kj are not all zero, so eventually all [Mr] lie in 
W. 
An elementary argument based on the compactness of U now implies that there is a K, 
such that for all It-1 2 K, T; . . . T:_, (U) c W. 
Since 8’ induces a continuous map of PML, there is a neighbourhood V of 
H{c,, . . > c,_ 1) with e’(V) c int U. Choose K, so that 
Tr, . . T:_ I (U) c V for all 1r1 2 K 
Because (T’g)’ is pseudo-Anosov, if [L, u] is any lamination in IPML, save the stable 
lamination of T’B, we have (T’B)“[L] -+ [L,] as k + CL). In particular, if Irl 2 K, we see that 
[L] E V implies ( TrO)“[L] E V for all k > 0, so that [L,] E V. This implies the result. Cl 
Remarks. (i) By considering (T’Q)- I, a similar proof shows that the stable laminations lie 
close to H{c_~, . . , c_,] as r+=c. 
(ii) In the ‘typical’ case, namely that i(c, &) # 0, this result can be interpreted as saying 
[L,] + [c] in PML as r --) x. We do not know if this happens in all cases. Notice that since 
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ML is covered by open sets W, corresponding to the weight cones of maximal traintracks, r, 
(that is, traintracks all of whose complementary regions are trigons-see [Z] or [S] for an 
exposition). in this simple case, there is a traintrack T carrying c and all laminations L, for lrl 
sufficiently large. If this traintrack is nicely aligned with respect to c, results concerning the 
dilatation can be obtained from linear algebra. 
(iii) We can now give a ‘construction-free’ proof of the fact that the set I (Lo, pe) j ( Lo, pe) is 
the unstable lamination of a pseudo-Anosov 8 on F i is dense in P ML. For if c is any simple 
closed curve and 0 is any pseudo-Anosov, there is a p, such that i(Pc, c) 7 0. Then setting L, 
to be the unstable lamination of T’ep, 2.2. shows that [L,] --* [c] in PML. Hence the closure 
of the above set contains all simple closed curves, and so is all of PML. 
In fact an analogous argument can be used to show that the normal closure in the mapping 
class group of any pseudo-Anosov contains sufficient ‘pseudo-Anosov laminations’ to give a 
dense set in ?ML. 
We now turn our attention to the behaviour of the dilatation of the pseudo-Anosov maps 
T’8 as a function of r, as r -+ m. Our result is that the growth is dependent on the first t such 
that i(c, e’c) # 0. Let us fix our notation as usual: 8: F -+ F will be a pseudo-Anosov and 
T: F + F will be the Dehn twist about an essential simple closed curve c c F. Suppose that 
i(c, Bjc) = 0, 1 I j I t - 1 and i(c, e’c) + 0. 
Let i., denote the dilatation of T’e, where this is defined. 
THEOREM 2.3. There are constants, K and L, such thatfor a/l suJicient/y large Irj we have: 
)rli(e’c, c)- K I Ii.:1 5 L/r1 + K. 
Proof. We again invoke the formula of Lemma 2.1. In the notation of the proof of 2.2, if 
we write &T, . . T, _ I = 3, then the dilatation of (Tie)’ = .Y-‘e’ is i.:. Here, 2.1 becomes 
t-1 
i(S’y, /I?) - C ri(y, ejc)i(ejc, /I) I i(y, 8) 
j=O 
for all laminations ;‘, /I E ML. For brevity, write C = c 1~ Bc 1~ . . . 1~ O’- ’ c. Take 7 = 87. 
Then we obtain 
r-1 
i(srey /I) - r C i(0’?, ejc)i(ejc, p) I ifetz, p). 
j=O 
For any lamination /? with i(?, p) # 0, we may divide through; 
In particular, take p to be Lz’, the stable lamination of T’e, or rather, any representative 
lamination, since Lf’ is only defined in ML up to a real multiple. The inequality then ‘becomes 
I- l i(e’C, ejc)i(ejc, L:‘) < i(e*E, L:‘) 
;.:-r 1 
j=O i(S, Lf) - i(E, Ly) 
independent of the choice of representative of L: because of its homogeneity. 
By the remark (i) following 2.2: for Irj sufficiently large, the projective class of Lp is very 
close to the convex hull of {e- ic, .. , 8-’ cj. However, the above formula is homogeneous 
in L:‘, thus for the purposes of estimation, it is sufficient to choose any representativ-e in the 
projective class. Since every point in H {e- l c, . , e-‘c j ascribes nonzero measure to E, we 
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see that i(E, L.:‘) is bounded away from zero as r + x and thus there is a constant K, such that 
for all Irl sufficiently large, 
i(O’t, Lf’) 
i(F, Lf’) 
I K. 
Similarly, 
*-i i(O’E, O’c)i(B’c, Lf) < L 
c 
j=O i(t, L:‘) - 
for all 1~1 sufficiently large. Hence the triangle inequality implies 
I;.:\ I Llr + K. 
For the other half of the inequality, notice that 
i(b)‘E, Qjc) 2 i(S’c, c) for Oljlf-1 
Thus 
I- 1 i(t)‘c, Lf’) 
I;.:/ + K 2 Irli(O’c, c) c 
j=O [(Et L:‘) 
= (rli(O’c, c). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. It follows from the proof, that in the ‘generic’ case when i (c, 0~) # 0, we actually 
do a little better and obtain 
Since [L:‘] -+ [0-‘c] in this case, the right hand side converges to 
i(Bc,8-‘c) i (82 C, C) 
i(c,O-lc) 
=-. 
i(tk, C) 
We now digress briefly with an example to illustrate the predicted behaviour in the case 
i(ec, C) = 0. 
Example 2.4. We shall construct f3 and c so that 0 has an invariant traintrack r which is 
also invariant under T = T,. The dilatation of BTk can then be readily calculated from its 
action on the weight cone W,. By 1.2 it is enough to show that 8 is pseudo-Anosov to ensure 
that almost all 07“ are also pseudo-Anosov. 
Consider the pair of filling submanifolds ?? = Cl u C2 u C3 and 9 = D, u D2 of Fig. 1. 
With the convention that a positive Dehn twist is a twist to the right, the traintrack T of Fig. 2 
is invariant under all elements of the semigroup generated by IT,,, Tel, Tc,, Ti,i Ti2’). 
Moreover it is also invariant under the n-rotation, 7, about the axis shown in Fig. 1. If we now 
Fig. I. Fig. 2. 
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weight the traintrack we see that the weight cone W, is j-dimensional, with generators shown 
in Fig. 2. 
Then 
8’ = yT,‘l$yT,’ TV,, = T;l Ts6T,’ T6, 
since 7 commutes with TV and with T,. Now 8’ is pseudo-Anosov, by Long’s construction in 
[63, so 0 is pseudo-Anosov. 
Now take Tc, = Tand consider the dilatation E. (0 p) for large k. By the usual methods, the 
matrix of the action on W, is given by 
with respect to the ordered basis {a, c, e, b, d). The largest eigenvalue of this matrix is the 
dilatation of the map 07“. A direct calculation shows that the characteristic polynomial is 
x(t) = (t- l)(t4-2r3- t’(4k+9)-2t+ 1). 
It is then straightforward to verify that (a) x’(x) > 0 for x > 2$, (b) x(2,/k) < 0, 
(c) x(2,/%+ 2) > 0; at least for k 2 10, say. Hence the largest root of x(t) lies somewhere in 
the interval (2Jk. 2fi+2), giving the expected growth in k, since here we have 
i(ec3. c3) = 0, i(Q2c,, c3) f 0. 
One of the consequences of 2.3, first observed by Sullivan in [ll], is that the volume of a 
hyperbolic mapping torus is not in general proportional to the entropy ( = log i.) of its 
holonomy. For c(.cI (TV)) converges to c(:M(f?)\c x {i)) < ;c and the entropy is 
unbounded. However, if 0, Ic/ fix the same unstable lamination (hence the same stable 
lamination) the situation is particularly simple - M (0) and M ($) are commensurable. Thus 
in this case 
C(lv(e)) = ,4(,gi0gi 
where A(L) is some constant depending on the stable lamination L of 8. It is of some interest 
to compute the behaviour of the set (A (L)I L E ML 1. For example, determine its smallest 
element. 
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